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This paper describes the design and discusses the performance

of the TM-1 and TL-2 radio relay systems designed for short

haul service in the 5925 to 6425 megacycle and the 10,700 to 11,700

megacycle common carrier bands, respectively. Used as a crossband

diversity pair, they provide a highly reliable broadband message channel

for up to 600 circuits and require little maintenance and relatively low

power. These systems are also used to transmit television.
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r. introduction and background

Bell System short haul microwave was launched in 1958 with

the completion of the development of the 11 -gc TJ Microwave

1
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Radio Relay System. 1 Generally well received, this all-electronic

tube system suffered somewhat from an economic standpoint be-

cause of its relatively large power requirements (just under one-

half kilowatt) and the expense entailed in providing standby power at

remote locations. The TJ system had a radio frequency power output of

at least one-half watt. Initially characterized as a 240-circuit system,

its message capability has been gradually improved to its present

capacity of 600 circuits with a noise performance of 35 dbrncO for a

250-mile ten-hop system.*

With the development of high-frequency capabilities of solid-

state devices, the design of a lower cost and more economically

operated system for the 11 -gc band was undertaken. The new sys-

tem, TL radio,2 now referred to as TL-1, used solid-state circuitry

throughout the system except for the employment of klystrons as the

transmitter oscillator and the receiver beat frequency oscillator. The
new transmitter-receiver required only 170 watts, which eliminated

the need for an emergency 60-cycle power plant, permitting the

equipment to operate directly from a 24-volt storage battery. The
message capability for a ten-hop, 250-mile system was 240 circuits

at 38 dbrncO including the multiplex. The use of solid-state devices

in both the radio and power equipment permitted reduction in size

hitherto not possible. The TL-1 radio system was notable, then, for

its extensive use of semiconductors, low cost, simplicity and reliability.

Even as this new system was first being applied in the field, the

need arose for greater circuit capacity, for improved noise per-

formance, and for television capability. The development of the

TL-2 Radio was then undertaken, followed in short succession by
the companion TM-1 Radio System operating in the 6-gc common
carrier band. The latter system was designed to provide, with

TL-2, a crossband diversity arrangement by which further im-
provements in reliability might be obtained. The use of the cross-

band feature, involving transmission at both 6 and 11 gc, places

reduced demands on the crowded 6-gc band yet provides the diver-

sity pair with the greater freedom from rain fades which is inherent

in the lower frequency band.

It should be emphasized that a change was taking place in the

short haul radio field. When the earlier systems were conceived, they
were intended for lightly loaded routes; but, as demands for message
circuits mounted, and the existing cable network began to reach the

ultimate in expansion capabilities which short haul carrier could sup-

* The measurement of noise is reviewed briefly in the appendix.
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ply, the importance of the newer transmission medium was empha-

sized. Circuit cross sections were growing rapidly and new services

such as data, commercial TV, and educational and industrial TV were

coming to the fore. The new diversity pair was designed to provide

TV capabilities and a highly reliable message transmission medium

capable of handling 600 circuits with the basic transmission perform-

ance improved over the earlier systems.

II. SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

2.1 General

The general objectives for the TM-l/TL-2 radio pair are some-

what more severe than for TL-1 radio. TL-2 and TM-1 are intended

to yield higher reliability, carry heavier message loads, give better

noise performance, and furnish TV capability in the short haul field.

Like the TL-1 radio, they are intended to provide short haul and tribu-

tary trunk facilities (i) in difficult geographical situations
;
(u) where

wire line facilities would prove uneconomical; (in) where open wire

requires replacement; (iv) where existing cable routes are being ex-

hausted; and (v) as spurs leading from heavy route microwave sys-

tems. In addition, they can be used to provide order wire and alarm

facilities for heavy route radio systems as well as to furnish facilities

for television transmission in the TV broadcast network, or in indus-

trial and educational fields.

2.2 Telephone Message Capacity

Both systems are designed to transmit up to 600 circuits of L-car-

rier, meeting modern noise objectives of 35 dbrncO over 10 hops cover-

ing a distance of approximately 250 miles.

2.3 Power Drain and Reserve

These systems employ all solid-state circuitry, except for the trans-

mitter and receiver klystrons, and consume approximately 170 watts

of power for a transmitter-receiver combination. Depending some-

what upon the battery supply arrangements, sufficient reserve is nor-

mally provided to carry the system for approximately 24 hours in the

event the commercial ac power fails.
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2.4 Order Wire and Alarm

The order wire and alarm system provided for the TL-1 system has

been adapted with minor changes for use with the TL-2 and TM-1
systems.2

2.5 Economics

The objective is to provide, at low cost, a radio facility which, a

short time ago, would have been considered a "heavy route" radio

facility. Simplicity and compactness have been emphasized in design.

Maintenance procedures and equipment have been held to a minimum
consistent with the increased load requirements. Outdoor cabinets and

standard shelters have been provided which may be shipped to the

station site completely equipped, thus minimizing engineering and in-

stallation expense. Low-cost antennas and antenna supporting struc-

tures have also been made available for minimizing over-all station

costs.

2.6 Reliability

The reliability of a radio system is expressed as the percentage of

outage time that may be expected with respect to the total time. Re-
liability objectives in short haul radio have been raised steadily over

the past few years due to customer demands and to the increasing

dependence upon radio as the message loads on short haul systems

have increased. The current reliability objective for the TM-l/TL-2
diversity pair is set at 0.02 percent for a 10-hop system.

Hazards to service which may cause outages include not only

power and equipment problems, but also atmospheric phenomena. In

TM-1 and TL-2, outages due to power failures are reduced by the

employment of storage batteries with sufficient reserve to carry the

equipment for a reasonable period. Equipment hazards are largely

eliminated by full diversity operation. Outages caused by atmospheric

conditions such as inversion, reflective layer phenomena and rain are

combatted by means of a broad range AGO. However, because the

raindrop size is an appreciable part of a wavelength at 11 gc these

frequencies suffer much greater rain attenuation than the lower fre-

quencies. For this reason the 6-gc band is measurably more reliable

than the 11 -gc band.

Experience has shown that the 0.02 percent reliability objective

would be difficult to meet, and would involve an economic penalty

with an 11-gc system, in areas subject to heavy rain incidence. The
use of a 6/11-gc crossband diversity arrangement yields a highly reli-
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able system with the advantage of 6 gc in connection with rain attenu-

ation. By relying on the 11-gc band for the other half of the diversity

pair, the dependence on 6 gc (and therefore, the congestion of that

band) is reduced by one-half.

2.7 Transmission Objectives

To meet the general objectives set forth for these systems, the fol-

lowing transmission objectives were established.

TM-l TL-2

RF frequency range
Frequency plan
Number of available RF channels

Minimum transmitted power
with TM-A1 amplifier

Transmitter frequency stability

Minimum design receiver input
Receiver noise figure (receiver in-

puts of —45 dbm or lower)
Fading margin (minimum)
IF center frequency
Baseband width
Pre-emphasis

GOO message circuits

Television
Maximum hops per alarm section
System length
message (10 hops)
ETV-ITV (10 hops)
NTSC-TV (6 hops)

Ambient temperature

5.925-G.425gc
modified TH plan
32 (split channel Til

plan)
12 (staggered channel
TH plan)

16 (TH co-channel plan)
+20 dbm
+33 dbm
±0.02%

-45 dbm
11 db

10.7-11.7 gc
modified TJ plan

24 (TJ plan)

24 (staggered
channel TJ
plan)

+20 dbm

±0.05%

30 db
70 mc
10 cps-G mc

9db
7db
10

250 miles
250 miles
150 miles
40°F to 120°F

2.8 Power Amplifier

In order to lengthen a hop where circumstances demand, a power

amplifier can be used with the TM-l transmitter. The TM-A1 traveling

wave tube power amplifier described in Section VI increases the power

output from +20 dbm to +33 dbm. Coupled with a diversity switch

that normally reverts to the preferred channel, the power amplifier

permits the repeater spacing to be increased substantially with no

appreciable degradation of system performance or reliability.

III. ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Antennas

Several types of antennas and antenna systems are available for the

TM-l/TL-2 combination. A 6-foot parabolic antenna and a 10-foot
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parabolic antenna, each handling two polarizations at 11 gc and one

polarization at 6 gc are available for use as direct radiators. A peri-

scopic system is obtained with these antennas when used with appro-

priate reflectors/' The 6-foot antenna is illustrated in Fig. 1. The dual-

frequency antennas are always furnished with radomes. Two 11-gc

connections (WR90) and one 6-gc connection (WR159) are required

for both sizes of antennas. A horn-reflector antenna may also be used

in the TM-l/TL-2 systems. 4 In this case, WC281 circular waveguide

is used from the antenna to the associated waveguide networks near

the base of the tower. The minimum midband gain for these antennas

compared to an isotropic radiator is as follows:

A ii If ii ii,:
Minimum midband gain over isotropic antenna

6175 mc 11,200 me

6 ft dual-frequency antenna including radome 37.9 db 42.5 db
10 ft dual-frequency antenna including radome 42.3 db 46.7 db
Horn-reflector antenna 43.1 db 47.7 db

Fig. 1 — Dual-frequency antenna with radome removed.
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The gain of the parabolic antennas used in conjunction with flat

reflectors is shown in Fig. 2 where the effect of antenna-reflector sepa-

ration is included.

The parabolic antennas and reflectors may be mounted on a wide

variety of towers. The type of tower is dependent upon the wind load-

ing for the area used as well as the size of the antenna or passive

reflector. A somewhat more limited selection of tower designs is avail-

able for the horn-reflector antenna.

3.2 The Design of a Typical Hop

The expected performance of a hop may be computed for TL-2 and

TM-1 based on the following assumptions:

TM-1 TL-2

Path loss for 25 miles 140.4 dh 145.0 db
Loss of waveguide components in radio 3.4 db 5.5 db
equipment

Waveguide losses (40 ft) for a periscope 1.0 db 1.0 db
system

~~
Total losses 144.8 db 152.7 db
Minimum transmitter power +20 dbm +20 dbm
Gain of two 10-ft dual-frequency an- 84.6 db 93.4 db

tennas
Cain of two 10-ft X 15-ft. reflectors 180 ft -0.8 db -0.8 db

away from antennas

Sum 103.8 db 112.0 db

Received carrier power -41.0 dbm -40.1 dbm
Assumed maintenance margin* 3 db 3 db
Received carrier power -44.0 dbm -43.1 dbm

* This factor is introduced to allow for some misalignment of the antenna

system, etc.

The above calculation illustrates that in a typical hop, the received

power for TM-1 and TL-2 are nearly the same. The increased path

loss and waveguide component losses at 11 gc are balanced by an in-

creased antenna gain.

In a low-index FM system, the thermal noise power in the highest

frequency telephone circuit at the TL point may be expressed by5

Pn = P s + 20 logA + 10 log
2-^-

where

Pe is the power of a baseband sine wave at the O TL point that will

produce a peak deviation of AF megacycles. This is taken as the

Dixon-Holbrook multiload factor and is +23.5 dbm for a 600-

circuit load.
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Fig. 2— Periscope antenna gain vs separation for 6- and 10-foot dual-frequency
antennas.

AF the peak deviation, is set to achieve an approximate balance be-

tween thermal and modulation noise. In TL-2 and TM-1, AF =
5 inc.

/i is the location of the highest frequency multiplexed telephone

circuit. For a 600-circuit load this is 2788 kc.

A/ is the nominal bandwidth of a telephone circuit, 3 kc.

/V is the noise power per cycle, (— 174 -f- NF dbm)/cycle. In these

systems N = -174 + NF = -163 dbm.

Pc is the received carrier power. For TM-1, P c = —44.0 dbm and for

TL-2, Pc = -43.1 dbm.
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The values of P„ for TM-1 and TL-2 are, therefore, -62.8 dbm and

—63.7 dbm, respectively.

In the Bell System, noise measurements are made using a 3A noise

measuring set with C-message weighting and the values of P„ just com-

puted will read as 25.2 dbm for TM-1 and 24.3 dbrn for TL-2.*

Other noise contributions, based on factory measurements of trans-

mitter receiver units, must be included as follows:

TM-1 TL-2

FM thermal noise 25.2dbrnc0 24.3 dbrncO
Klystron noise 18.0 10.

Modulation noise 22.0 23.0

Total noise 27.4 27.1

Pre-emphasis advantage! 3.5 3.5

Expected per hop noise performance 23.9 dbrncO 23.6 dbrncO

t The pre-emphasis characteristic specified for TM-l/TL-2 is shown in Fig. 3.

The noise performance of the 0.1 -watt TM-1 and TL-2 systems in a

typical 25-mile hop is expected to be nearly alike and, in the general

case, there is no advantage in assigning a preferred status to one sys-

tem over the other. Geographical situations do occur, however, where a

higher transmitted power is required to transmit a greater distance.

The TM-A1 amplifier is available as a hop stretcher. A traveling-

wave tube amplifier, providing at least 13-db gain is capable of rais-

ing the transmitted power of TM-1 to 2 watts. The power of the TL-2

system is not increased, but a revertive diversity switch is used at the

receiver to take advantage of the better signal-to-noise ratio on the

TM-1 channel when the power amplifier is used.

Carrying through the calculations for a 75-mile hop, but retaining

all the earlier assumptions, we have:

TM-1 TL-2

Received carrier power
TM-1 (g> +33 dbm -40.6 dbm
TL-2 @, +20 dbm -52.7 dbm

Expected per hop noise performance of 22.2 dbrncO 30.6 dbnrcO
the highest frequency telephone circuit

Under these conditions, TM-1 is the preferred channel, and a diver-

sity switch that reverts to TM-1 would be used. The TL-2 channel

provides protection against TM-1 fades and equipment failures. The

combination of a 2-watt TM-1 system and a 0.1-watt TL-2 system is

capable of meeting over-all system reliability objectives.

* For the reasons given in the appendix, these readings will be referred as

dbrncO.
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

BASEBAND FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 3— Message pre-emphasis characteristic.

IV. TRANSMISSION PLAN

4.1 Frequency Plans

The number of two-way diversity channels which may be provided

by TM-l/TL-2 combinations depends upon several factors. Where the

normal TM-1 and TL-2 allocations are employed, the antenna system

becomes the deciding factor. With the dual-frequency parabolic an-

tennas, limited to a single polarization at 6 gc while providing two
polarizations at 11 gc, a maximum of four two-way crossband chan-

nels may be provided. When two polarizations in both bands are avail-

able, as with the horn-reflector antenna, six two-way crossband diver-

sity channels are possible.

Basically, the normal TL-2 frequencies are the same as those of the

TJ and TL plans (Fig. 4). The staggered plan shifts all the A fre-

quencies 20 rac higher and the B frequencies 20 mc lower. In the case of

TM-1, several frequency allocations exist as shown in Fig. 5. The
normal or split channel plan provides two TM-1 channels in the fre-

quency space set aside for each TH channel. 7 The staggered allocation

provides a more limited number of TM channels which are located

between TH channel assignments. This allocation is used to minimize

interference in cases where a TM-1 route crosses a TH route. A third
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allocation, the co-channel plan, is the TH frequency plan which is used

where TM and TH will share the same route. In this instance, the nor-

mal or staggered plans would not be suitable. It should be pointed out

that in all cases, the preferred order of channel growth in TM-1 is the

reverse of the preferred use order in TH to minimize interference

possibilities.

Although TM-1 and TL-2 Radio Systems may be operated on a non-

< STATION P

4JO-B-(-
v2

-k

. 5A(H

STATION Q

Fig. 4 — TL-2 frequency allocation plan.
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diversity basis, or in diversity with other channels within their indi-

vidual bands, these cases will not be discussed here. Generally speak-

ing, in message service, the increasing size of circuit groups and the

more severe reliability objectives makes nondiversity operation unde-

sirable. For educational TV, industrial or closed circuit video, how-

ever, nondiversity operation is usually acceptable.

Fig. 6 shows a possible growth plan for a TM-l/TL-2 crossband

diversity system. Both the TM-1 and TL-2 systems normally employ

a four-frequency plan using each RF frequency only once at a repeater

which is required when periscope antenna systems are employed. These

frequency plans achieve the following results:

(i) There is adequate separation between transmitters and receivers

by using the upper (or lower) half of the band for transmitting and the

lower (or upper) half for receiving. This arrangement is inverted at

alternate stations.

(u) Polarization of adjacent channels alternates between vertical

and horizontal to provide maximum frequency separation between

channels of the same polarity.

(in) "Over-reach" interference is reduced by alternating horizontal

and vertical polarization of a given frequency. A frequency having a

horizontal polarization in one hop will occur again two hops away
but will be vertically polarized.

4.2 Diversity Operation /

The beat frequency oscillator is always kept within the assigned

common carrier band, but its frequency may be above or below the

frequency of the incoming RF carrier. Hence, since all other phase

relationships are identical, the two halves of a diversity pair could

have baseband outputs of opposite polarity. A polarity inverter is

therefore included in the TM-1 transmitter baseband amplifier to in-

sure in-phase signals at the baseband switch points to provide hitless

diversity switching.

Two forms of diversity switch may be employed with the TM-1/
TL-2 combination. The simple bistable switch has been described in

detail in an earlier paper. 2 Where the performance of the two systems

of a diversity pair is comparable, this type of switch is fully adequate,

but where the performance of one of the systems is better than the

other, a revertive switch, described in Section VII, is normally used.

A typical two-hop system is illustrated in Fig. 7.
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V. MICROWAVE MULTIPLEXNG NETWORKS

5.1 Antenna Multiplexing Networks

The dual-frequency antennas mentioned in the previous section ac-

cept two polarizations at 11 gc and one polarization at 6 gc for a total

of six 11 -gc radio channels and four 6-gc radio channels. For crossband

diversity usage this is limited to four diversity radio channels. Where

load requirements are greater, the horn-reflector antenna may be used

and here a microwave multiplexing network is required which will

permit the multiplexing of more radio channels.

The block schematic of Fig. 8 illustrates how six two-way radio

channels may be operated in crossband diversity. The two groups of

TL-2 channels are combined in a 1405A polarizer network. The three

TM-1 channels to be polarized horizontally and the three TM-1 chan-

25A

2B

TRANS-
DUCER

CHANNEL MULTIPLEXING NETWORKS

2IA 23A 13A 15A

17 In Ir 17 It 1
I406A

NETWORK

Ir Ir Ir It It It

8B io B 9A 7A

ANTENNA
\- MULTIPLEXING

NETWORK

Ir Ir Ir It It It
V

,

,

TL-2 CHANNELS

Fig. 8— Use of microwave multiplexing networks in a TM-l/TL-2 installation.
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nels to be polarized vertically are connected to separate 1406A net-

works which are multihole directional couplers having square through

arms that support 6- and 11 -gc orthogonally polarized waves. One

1406A network is rotated 90° with respect to the other. A transducer is

required between the 1405A network and the 1406A networks, and an-

other between the 1406A networks and the antenna. The networks

are, of course, bilateral and have been described fully in previous liter-

ature. 8

5.2 Channel Multiplexing Networks

The use of channel multiplexing networks is also illustrated in Fig.

8. Transmission through a network is nearly lossless for all channels

except for the assigned channel where the through loss is very high but

the loss to the drop is low. Fig. 9 illustrates a TM-1 channel multiplex-

ing network. It consists of two channel rejection filters inserted be-

tween two short-slot directional couplers. The directional couplers are

terminated in end pieces that provide the desired access for 3 ports

and a termination for the fourth port. The manner in which a channel

multiplexing network operates may be described by referring to the

schematic shown in Fig. 10. A signal incident to port 1 is divided into

two equal signals that differ in phase by 90° appearing at ports 5 and

6. These signals then pass into the filters and if the filters are tuned to

the frequency of the signals, they are reflected back into the coupler.

Each reflected signal is then divided into equal components with an

additional 90° phase difference at ports 1 and 2. The components at

port 1 are 180° out-of-phase and cancel while the components at port

2 are in-phase and add to give the original signal for the dropped chan-

nel. If the filters are not tuned to the signal frequency, the two signals

pass freely through the filters and emerge in phase at port 3, and out-

of-phase at port 4. Port 4 is terminated to present a good impedance

looking into the other ports.

The performance of a representative network is shown by the trans-

mission characteristics in Fig. 11. The in-band loss between ports 1

and 2 is less than 0.5 db for a 20-mc band while the loss between ports

1 and 3 is less than 0.1 for frequencies in the 5925 - 6425-mc band out-

side of the /,„ ± 59.3-mc region. In the standard frequency plan, the

center frequencies of the other channels are at least 59.3 mc removed
from /,„ . The return loss of any port with the other two ports termi-

nated is greater than 35 db from 5925 to 6425 mc.

The filters used in the channel multiplexing networks are constant-fc.
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Fig. 10— Channel multiplexing network schematic.

Each filter consists of four aperture-coupled cavities spaced f A along

a section of waveguide. This type of cavity can be closely approxi-

mated by a series parallel-tuned circuit over a narrow band of fre-

quencies.

The channel separating networks for TL-2 have been described pre-

viously. 1 Typical performance characteristics are given in Fig. 12.

VI. RADIO TRANSMITTERS

6.1 General

The block diagram of Fig. 13 describes both the TM-1 and the TL-2

radio transmitters. The baseband signal is amplified by the transmitter

JOO 5950 6000 6050 6100 6(50 6200 6250 6300 6350 6400 6450
FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 11 — Insertion loss characteristic of TM-1 channel multiplexing network.
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-400 -300 -200 -100 100 200 300 400 500 600

DEVIATION FROM CENTER FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 12— Transmission characteristic of channel multiplexing networks for TL-2.

baseband amplifier and is applied to the repeller of the klystron os-

cillator causing the frequency of oscillation to be deviated about the

assigned channel frequency. The resulting band of RF frequencies is

fed to the antenna networks through an isolator, directional couplers

to permit frequency and power monitoring, a waveguide switch, and a

channel separation network. Photographs of the transmitter portions

of TM-1 and TL-2 are shown in Figs. 14(a) and (b). The klystrons

and the isolators are not visible in these photographs.

6.2 Transmitter Baseband Amplifiers

The transmitter baseband amplifier for TL-2 is a three-stage feed-

back amplifier using Western Electric 15C germanium diffused base

transistors. It provides a nominal voltage gain of 31 db from the 75-

ohm unbalanced input to the high impedance of the klystron repeller,

supplying a maximum voltage of 8 volts peak-to-peak. A gain control

of ±4 db is provided to accommodate the modulation sensitivity of all

klystrons. The amplifier has a frequency characteristic that is nomi-
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small frequency errors due to this effect are unacceptable. The basic

time constant is still approximately C tRi , but in the circuit of Fig. 16

leakage currents in Ci flow in R 2 rather than Ri . Both C2 and R 2 are

large compared to Ci and Ri . The voltage across C2 is essentially zero.

-VW

Fig. 15— TL-2 transmitted baseband amplifier.

6.3 Transmitter Klystrons*

The 459-type klystron is an external cavity klystron designed spe-

cifically for the TM-1 system. The tube is both cooled and temperature

stabilized by clamping it to a vapor phase cooling boiler by means of

the output flange. It has a specially designed temperature compensator

which provides a frequency temperature coefficient of less than ±0.1

megacycle per degree Fahrenheit.

The external cavity design was chosen in order to achieve a rela-

tively high modulation sensitivity comparable to that of the 457A 11-

gc klystron. Even though the efficiency of an external cavity structure

* This section was written bv Mr. E. J. Panner.
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OUTPUT AMPLIFIER

Fig. 16— TM-1 transmitter baseband amplifier.
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is somewhat lower than that of an internal cavity tube, some of this

loss of efficiency is regained by operating the tube in the 2f mode. In

addition, the higher output power tubes are coded 459A for use in

transmitters while the lower end of the distribution is coded 459B for

use as local oscillators in receivers.

Tuning is accomplished through the use of a contacting tuning

plunger which is coupled to a frequency indicator and is driven by a

slotted tuning nut. Mechanical tuning is possible without removing

the insulating cover in the TM-1 bay. The entire tube is gold plated to

raise the Q of the cavity and reduce the effects of oxidation.

The WE457A klystron, used in TL-2, has been described in connec-

tion with the TL Radio System."

Fig. 17 is a photograph showing both the 459A and the 457A klys-

trons while typical output power versus frequency characteristics of

both tubes are shown in Fig. 18. Typical operating characteristics of

both tubes are summarized in Table I.

6.4 Isolators*

New high reverse loss isolators were designed for these systems to

be used at the outputs of the transmitter klystrons to prevent fre-

quency pulling that would give rise to intermodulation distortion. 10

Fig. 19 shows the dielectric loaded full-height E-plane structures used

and typical performance characteristics for both isolators. This struc-

ture was chosen to maximize the reverse loss per unit length to obtain

a minimum length isolator.

The isolators consist of a thin ferrite slab (nickel aluminum ferrite)

bonded to a ceramic loading of aluminum oxide which is approximately

ten times thicker than the ferrite. The ferrite-ceramic loading is posi-

tioned in the waveguide at a nearly circular point of polarization of

the microwave magnetic field. In addition to supporting the ferrite,

the ceramic increases the microwave energy in the ferrite and decreases

the frequency dispersion of the point of circular magnetic field polari-

zation by lowering the cut-off frequency of the waveguide. The ferrite

is biased to ferri-magnetic resonance with and external "C" magnet

which is potted in glass filled nylon and bonded to the waveguide. The
magnet length is critically determined to realize a variation in applied

magnetic field along the ferrite, increasing the bandwidths of the

reverse loss (isolation) characteristic. Matching is accomplished with

linear tapers ground in both ends of the ceramic loading. The TM-1

* This section was written by Mr. J. J. Degan.
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459 A FOR
TM-1

Fig. 17— Klystrons.
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Fig. 18— Typical power output vs frequency for 457A and 459A klystrons.
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Table I— Typical Operating Characteristics

RF power output
Resonator voltage
Repeller voltage
Repeller modulation sensitivity

Electronic tuning range

Heater current
Cathode current

Frequency-temperature coefficient

Oscillating mode

459A Klystron

O.lw (min)
400v
-120v
1.7 mc/volt
75 mcs

0.88 amp
43 ma

<0.1 mcs/°F
2f

457A Klystron

O.lw (min)
400v
-115v
2.3 mc/volt
100 mcs

0.90 amp
43 ma

<0.15mcs/°F
3!

system isolators are temperature compensated by a shunt strap of

magnetic material whose permeability changes rapidly with tempera-

ture.

An additional feature of the high reverse loss isolator in the TM-1
system is its built-in harmonic absorption. Harmonic outputs from

the klystron tend to pull the klystron frequency, causing modulation

distortion unless these harmonics are properly terminated. The ce-

ramic-ferrite loading of the isolator preferentially mode converts the

harmonic energy into the TE30 mode. On the other hand, energy at the

fundamental frequency remains in the dominant mode (TEio) in

the desired signal band and is concentrated into the high dielectric

loading. The resulting distribution of fundamental and harmonic elec-

tric field intensities is shown in Fig. 20. The result is a large differen-

tial in the value of electric field intensity near the side walls of the

waveguide. Resistive vanes are placed in a position to provide several

db of loss at the harmonic frequencies with less than 0.2 db of addi-

tional loss at the desired signal frequency. The vanes are bonded to a

dielectric slab which in turn is bonded to the waveguide wall. Fig. 21

is a cut-away view of the isolator showing details of construction.

u.5 Vapor Phase Cooling System Designs*

The frequency stability of the TM-1 and TL-2 transmitters is ob-

tained in part by carefully controlling the temperature of the klys-

trons. This method was successfully used for TL-1 and the technique

was improved for TM-1 and TL-2. Also, since TM-1 and TL-2 are

designed to fit in the same panel space and to operate in diversity ar-

* This section was prepared by Mr. W. G. Stieritz.
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rangements with each other in the same shelters, it was advantageous

to use a common equipment design.

The radio equipment is designed to be mounted in unattended shel-

ters or in pole-mounted cabinets. The power dissipated in these en-

closures will produce a temperature rise of about 20°F at low tempera-

tures. The radio equipment must therefore operate in an environment

of —20°F to +120°F corresponding to an outside ambient ranging

from —40°F to +120°F. (At high ambient temperatures an exhaust

fan is used.) Over a nominal 3-month maintenance interval the range

of ambient temperature variation is not likely to exceed 100°F, how-

ever. To meet the ±0.05 percent frequency accuracy for TL-2 and the

±0.02 percent requirement for TM-1, the klystron temperature must

be held to ±3°F. Klystron voltages must also be closely regulated, as

described in Section VIII.

The major elements of the TL-2 vapor phase cooling system are

shown disassembled in Fig. 22. The heat source is a pair of klystrons

clamped to each side of a copper boiler. The boiler and klystrons are

enclosed in a fiberglass insulated chamber to reduce the effect of am-

bient temperature variation. The boiler is filled with a heat transfer

fluid, FC-75 fluorochemical which is a liquid that has a boiling point

of 214°F at standard atmospheric pressure of 29.98 inches of mercury.

The vapor from the boiling liquid which has absorbed the klystron

heat is led by an inclined stainless steel pipe to the copper con-

denser block. Here the vapors are condensed back to the liquid phase,

and returned to the boiler. This condenser is in turn bolted to the

equipment mounting panel which serves as a heat sink to ambient. A
rubber bladder connects to the condenser outlet and allows for expan-

sion of the gases inside the system without allowing their escape. The

flexible bag permits substantial changes in volume of the enclosed

system without appreciable changes in pressure. This is required since

otherwise changes in heat input to the boiler caused by ambient tem-

perature changes would result in pressure changes inside the system,

hence changes in the boiling temperature of the liquid. This equip-

ment is capable of holding temperature changes of the klystrons

of about 5°F over an ambient temperature change from —20°F to

+ 140°F.

While the design of the TM-1 vapor phase cooling system is based

on the earlier TL-2 design, the two systems differ considerably in

detail. The differences may be attributed to physical and thermal dif-

ferences between the 11- and 6-gc components.

The TM-1 solution, which was achieved by heat flow analysis and
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Fig. 22 — TL-2 vapor phase cooling system.

experimental verification, includes the following refinements over TL-2:

(i) The boiler, in the shape of a double waveguide flange, was ther-

mally isolated from each waveguide by a section of internally plated

plastic guide to eliminate heat flow through the large mass of the

waveguide.

(u) Foamed plastic blocks about 14 -inch thick are inserted in the

plastic waveguides, and cemented to the narrow dimension of the

guides. These blocks isolated the klystrons from air currents in the

waveguides.

(Hi) The cover assembly for the klystron chamber is insulated with

polyurethane foam, rather than fiberglass as used in TL-2. A thermo-

statically controlled heater was also added to hold the temperature in

the klystron chamber to about 110°F ±5° at lower ambient tempera-

tures.

(iv) Synthetic rubber tubing between the boiler and the condenser
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is used to obtain the required thermal resistance between the boiler

and the frame.

Laboratory tests of the vapor phase cooling system showed that the

temperature of the klystrons can be held to about ±1°F for an am-

bient temperature range of 100°F. The boiling point of the FC-75

liquid is also affected by changes in ambient pressure, since these

changes are transmitted to the system via the expansion chamber.

United States Weather Bureau data suggest that a 2.0-inch Hg varia-

tion in pressure may be expected in some sections of the country. This

will account for an additional ±2°F variation in klystron tempera-

ture. A ±3°F variation in klystron temperature may be expected

over a 3-month maintenance interval due to ambient temperature and

pressure chages.

The elements of the TM-1 vapor phase cooling system are shown in

Fig. 23.

6.6 Frequency and Deviation Monitor

In the TL-2 system the output of the isolator is connected to a 20-

db double directional coupler where one output feeds the frequency and

deviation monitor and the other output is connected to a power de-

tector. In TM-1, equipment considerations dictated the use of two

couplers in tandem where both couplers have a loss of 17 db to the

side-arm port.

The frequency accuracy of the transmitter is dependent upon the

accuracy of the microwave reference cavity. The frequency stability

requirement for TM-1 particularly, resulted in the following design:

(i) The cavity was constructed from specially heat treated and

machined invar.

(ii) Provision was made to annul the small but finite expansion

of invar using a brass detail compensator.

(Hi) The cavity was rilled with dry argon and sealed to minimize

any variation of the dielectric constant with humidity.

(iv) Individual cavities were designed for each channel because it

was felt that tuning mechanisms covering a wider frequency range

might not be sufficiently stable.

Fig. 24 shows a cut-away view of the TM-1 reference cavity. It is a

TEoii cavity aperture-coupled to rectangular guide. The dimensions

of the cavity are proportioned to provide single mode operation and

the apertures are proportional to achieve the narrow-band insertion

loss characteristic shown in Fig. 25. The aperture tolerances are held
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Fig. 23— TM-1 vapor phase cooling system.

tightly to give accurate bandwidth control. The details of construction

are shown in Fig. 24 including the brass temperature compensator. A

typical cavity is stable to ±300 kc over the temperature range of

-40°Fto +140°F.

The frequency stability requirements for the TL-2 reference cavity

are more lenient than those for TM-1, hence the compensation

for the expansion of the invar was omitted. The timing mechanism,

consisting of a screw that is solder-sealed after cavity adjustment, is

simpler than that used in TM-1. The transmission characteristic of the

TL-2 reference cavity is shown in Fig. 26.
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Fig. 24 — Reference frequency cavity for TM-1, cut-away view.

The 54D and 53A frequency monitoring detectors, for TM-1 and

TL-2, respectively, may be seen in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b). Both de-

tectors were designed to present a good impedance to the reference

cavities as well as a flat transmission characteristic over a wide band.

In both TM-1 and TL-2, the waveguide attenuator is an integral

part of the coupler and can be set to either of two positions. One posi-

tion is virtually no loss while the loss for the other position (ranging

from 2.5 to 3.5 db) is carefully set at the time of manufacture to per-

mit a simple field adjustment of deviation. When the unmodulated

transmitter is "on frequency", the detector meter readings will be

maximum. When the transmitted RF carrier is frequency modulated,

the detected output through the cavity filter will decrease because the

filter selectivity attenuates the sidebands that are generated. The re-

duction obtained can be calibrated for a given deviation, modulating

frequency, and cavity filter. This calibration is made in the two-posi-

tion attenuator in its "loss" position. Thus, by applying say 100 kc at
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a given level, the transmitter baseband gain control can be adjusted

to give the same output from the cavity filter as is obtained when the

attenuator is in its loss position and the carrier is unmodulated.

6.7 Power Monitors and Waveguide Switches

The power monitor detectors may be seen in the left-hand side of

Fig. 14(a) for TM-1 and in the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 14(b)

for TL-2. While the 53A detector used in TL-2 is identical to the fre-

quency monitor, the power detector for TM-1 is built integrally with a

17-db directional coupler to better fit the TM-1 equipment design.

The waveguide switches may also be seen in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b).

These switches are required in tests, such as the initial tuning of

klystrons, where the transmitters must be effectively disconnected from

the antenna. Each switch consists of a short section of waveguide with

a narrow slot to accept a double-ended vane. The vane is properly

positioned in the slot by means of detents and leakage from the slot is

minimized by choke rings. The switch provides more than 60-db atten-

uation in the "off" position and a return loss of more than 40 db in its

"on" position.

5925 5975 6025 6075 6125 6175 6225 6275 6325 6375

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 25— Transmission characteristic of reference cavity for TM-1.
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6.8 Stability of the TM-1 Transmitted Frequency

The maintenance objectives for these systems are that a quarterly

adjustment of frequency will be made using the built-in frequency

and deviation monitor. A 100°F variation in temperature may be en-

countered over this interval. Laboratory measurements on a number of
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Fig. 26— Transmission characteristic of reference cavity for TL-2.

transmitters (see Fig. 27) indicate that the TM-1 frequency is within

±0.02 percent of the assigned channel frequency for temperatures

varying between —20°F and +120°F and the expected pressure varia-

tions that will be encountered during the maintenance interval.

6.9 The TM-A1 Power Amplifier*

Fig. 28 shows a block schematic of the power amplifier and how it is

used with a TM-1 transmitter to achieve an RF output of 2 watts.

* This section was written by Mr. L. K. S. Haas.
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Fig. 27— Transmitter frequency stability vs temperature for TM-1 transmitters.

The concept followed in the development of the 462A traveling-

wave tube is that of a tube and circuit package in which all adjust-

ments of electron beam focus and helix-to-waveguide match are made

at the factory. To minimize the effects of defocusing, the helix diameter

of the traveling-wave tube (TWT) is slightly larger than optimum

for band flatness, and as a result, the gain characteristic has a slope of

about 2 db over the 500-mc TM band. In the event of a tube failure,

the package is returned to the factory for a new tube. Provision is

made for an interlocking circuit so that the power supply cannot be

turned on unless connection is made to the 462A package.

Focus of the TWT is accomplished by means of a repeating mag-

netic field pattern along the length of the tube provided by a stack of

alternating Alnico VIII magnets and iron pole pieces. Magnets of this

material were chosen because of its stability with changes in tempera-

ture.

RF input and output to the amplifier are made through reduced

height waveguides which require waveguide transformers to match

the standard WR-159 waveguide used elsewhere in the TM bay. The
smaller waveguide inside dimensions are 0.318 by 1.590 inches for the

input and 0.100 by 1.590 for the output.

The important parameters of the traveling-wave tube package are

given in Table II. Nominal values are shown.

Cooling of the collector is accomplished by thermal contact between

a cooling block on the 462A package and a heat sink which is part of

the TM bay. A photograph of the 462A package is shown in Fig. 29.
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Table II

Heater voltage 0.5v
Anode voltage +2500 with respect to cathode

+400 with respect to helix

Helix voltage +2100 with respect to cathode

Cathode voltage -1200v with respect to ground
Collector voltage ground
Beam current 32 milliamperes

Collector dissipation 38 watts
Hot input return loss 17 db over entire TM hand
Gain 21 db
Noise figure 25 db
Saturation power +36 dbm
AM-PM conversion at +33 dbm output 2.5%Ib
Spurious noise 20 db above background (max)

Provision is made in the TM-A1 amplifier to measure output power

as shown in Fig. 28. The low-pass filter is provided to attenuate second

harmonics generated in the traveling-wave tube while the purpose of

the bandpass filter is to prevent wideband noise produced by the

TWT from reaching receivers on the same waveguide run.

Performance tests made of a TM-1 system with a TM-A1 amplifier

show that the amplifier introduces negligible transmission impair-

ments in raising the outpuut power to 2 watts.

Fig. 29— 462A packaged traveling-wave tube.
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VII. RADIO RECEIVERS

7.1 General

The receiver portion is generally located on the right-hand portion

of the RF panel as shown on the TM-1 photograph of Fig. 30. All the

non-microwave circuits of the receiver except the preamplifier are con-

tained in the IF and baseband plug-in unit that is the same for both

TM-1 and TL-2, the general construction of which may be seen in Fig.

31. The box is divided into four shielded compartments with all the

IF and baseband circuitry being divided among four printed wiring

boards.

Fig. 32 shows the block diagram of either system. The functions

served by the IF and BB unit and the receiver control unit are indi-

cated. The IF bandpass filter and delay equalizer, used in TM-1
only, is the unit to the far right in Fig. 30.

With TM-1 channels spaced more closely than TL-2 channels, it was

necessary to provide more discrimination against adjacent channels in

TM-1 than in TL-2. Adding sufficient discrimination to the TM-1 RF
bandpass filter would have been costly in terms of meeting stability

requirements with temperature and the use of a narrower IF filter fol-

lowing the input IF amplifier would have meant separate IF and BB
units for TM-1 and TL-2. Hence, some of the additional loss was in-

serted at IF between the preamplifier and the IF and BB unit. The
transmission characteristics of a TM-1 and a TL-2 receiver may be

compared in Fig. 33.

7.2 RF Portion and IF Preamplifier for TM-1

The RF portion of the receiver includes a channel-dropping network,

identical to the TM-1 channel multiplexing network described in Sec-

tion 5.3, a bandpass filter, an isolator, and the modulator preamplifier

assembly. The design of the bandpass filter reflects the stringent re-

quirements imposed by the close channel spacing. Each TM-1 channel

uses a 5-cavity filter plus a channel separation network. The filter

cavities are spaced £ A apart to minimize coupling between sections

and the filter is aligned by variable capacitance adjustments in each

cavity. It is a maximally flat design having the typical transmission

characteristic shown in Fig. 34.

The RF portions of the TM-1 receiver are shown in Fig. 35. It is in

effect, a three-layer arrangement with the channel-dropping network

mounted against the back plate of the RF panel. In a tandem ar-
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Fig. 30— Receiver portion for TM-1.
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Fig. 31— IF and baseband unit showing internal construction.

rangement of several receivers, the termination at the upper port of the

channel-dropping network is replaced by a waveguide connection to the

next receiver. The bandpass filter is located in the middle layer fol-

lowed by a waveguide low-pass filter and the receiver isolator.

To meet over-all transmission objectives, the bandpass filter must

present a good impedance to the channel separation network. This is

very difficult to accomplish if the bandpass filter is terminated by the

modulator, and therefore a receiver isolator is used between the filter

and the modulator. Since this isolator is broadband, the filter is termi-

nated by a network that is not frequency selective. The isolator also

protects other receivers against beat oscillator energy that is present

at the modulator signal input port. The isolator characteristics are

shown on Fig. 36.

The transmitter and receiver isolators are resonance-type isolators,

and the reverse loss to second harmonics is fairly low. Since the inser-

tion loss of the bandpass filter to second harmonics is also low, a

waveguide low-pass filter is required immediately ahead of the isolator

as shown in Fig. 35. This filter attenuates the second harmonic of the

beat oscillator (generated in the modulator) and prevents this energy

from entering the modulator of another receiver and generating in-

band interference products.

A 459-type klystron, operated in the same mode as the transmitter

klystron, serves as the local oscillator. It is held at thermal equilibrium
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Fig. 36— Typical isolator characteristics for receiver isolators.

with its transmitting mate by the vapor phase cooling system. Fig. 35

shows the waveguide attenuator that is used to adjust the dbm of

local oscillator power required by the modulator, and the waveguide

to coaxial transducers used in the connection to the modulator. The RF
and BO powers are applied to the input ports of a 3-db short slot

coupler and are divided equally between the output ports that connect

to the modulator. Isolation between the RF and BO sources is pro-

vided by the directivity of the coupler.

The modulator consists of two parallel guides equipped with a pair

of matched diodes in the manner shown by Fig. 37. In this arrange-

ment, each diode is coupled to the waveguide energy by locating it par-

tially in the shorted waveguide line and partially in the shorted co-

axial line. The position of the diode and locations of the waveguide

and coaxial shorts, and the shape of the outer conductor of the coaxial

line inside the waveguide are selected to give optimum performance.

The IF signal is separated from the RF signal by radial cavities.

The cavities are stagger-tuned to provide optimum RF filtering over

the 500-mc band and are spaced along the coaxial line to provide an

RF short at the waveguide-to-coaxial interface. Since the modulator

is broadband, a single design covers all channels, and the diodes may

be replaced without retuning.

The two IF output signals from the modulator are paralleled and

coupled to a transistor preamplifier as shown in Fig. 38. The interface

or coupling network consists of a shunt tunable inductor paralleled by

parasitic capacitance. The inductor is factory tuned to give a maxi-
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mally flat transmission for channel 28B, and may be used for any other

channel without retiming.

The preamplifier consists of two low-noise grounded-emitter stages

plus a grounded-base stage. It has a noise figure of about 4 db. The

nominal performance characteristics from the RF input to the micro-

wave bandpass filter to the IF output of the preamplifier are:

RF to IF conversion gain 18 dh
Noise figure 10.5 db
Transmission flatness over the 64-7(5 me hand 0.2 dh

7.3 RF Portion and IF Preamplifier for TL-2

The channel-dropping networks and bandpass filters used in TL-2
were designed originally for the TJ Radio System, and the filters are

of two types. Three cavity bandpass filters are used in all cases except

for the last receiver in a lineup if the standard frequency plan is fol-

lowed. Here a 4-cavity filter is specified and the channel-dropping net-

DIODE-P

DUAL
FLANGE

Fig. 37— Internal configuration of modulator.
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work may be omitted. The transmission characteristics for the two

types of filters are shown in Fig. 39; the characteristics of the channel-

dropping network are given on Fig. 12.

The modulator-preamplifier assembly for TL-2 is shown in Fig. 40

where the 4-cavity filter, the receiver isolator and the modulator block

may be identified readily. The preamplifier is housed in the section to

the rear of the modulator block. The isolator serves the same purpose

as the isolator in TM-1 and its performance characteristics are also
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Fig. 39— Representative transmission characteristic of TL-2 bandpass filters.

shown in Fig. 36.* Here again, the use of the isolator makes the modu-

lator-preamplifier a broadband device, and a bandpass filter, an iso-

lator, and a modulator-preamplifier may be assembled and used with-

out making any over-all adjustments.

Beat oscillator power at about dbm is applied to the modulator at

the waveguide port that is visible at the front of the block. A low-pass

filter in the signal waveguide path has not been found necessary since

* In early TL-2 production a tuner was used rather than an isolator. The tuner
was adjusted for an optimum impedance into the bandpass filter. Thus, in the

earlier design, the modulator-preamplifier assembly was a frequency sensitive

entitv.
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Fig. 40— TL-2 receiver-modulator preamplifier.
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nally flat from less than 10 cycles to over 6 mc. A schematic of the

amplifier is shown in Fig. 15. The amplifier is packaged in the trans-

mitter control unit.

The nominal deviation sensitivity of the TM-1 klystron is less than

that of the TL-2 klystron, hence the TM-1 input amplifier requires ad-

ditional gain. The schematic for TM-1 is shown in Fig. 16 where the

output amplifier is similar to the TL-2 amplifier and the preamplifier

provides the added gain. The maximum gain of the amplifier is 34 db,

and it is capable of supplying a maximum voltage of 12 volts peak-to-

peak. The transmission characteristic is essentially flat from less than

10 cycles to over 6 mc.

As described previously, the phase inverter is required to obtain hit-

less switching. By providing for reversal of the baseband signal in the

inverter of the TM-1 amplifier, the proper polarity of the diversity

switch in the next receiver can be obtained.

The repeller coupling circuits for the two systems are also shown in

Figs. 15 and 16. In TL-2, the time constant RiCi is sufficiently long

to insure good low frequency performance and the breakdown diode

protects the repeller against voltages that are positive with respect to

the klystron cathode. The voltage across Cx is about 500 volts however,

and changes in leakage current will result in frequency errors. In

TM-1, with the more stringent requirements on frequency stability, the

TO CHANNEL
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FILTER

FREQUENCY AND DEVIATION MONITOR X
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POWER MONITOR

v/v
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INPUT
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J
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CONTROL

Fig. 13— Transmitter block schematic.
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the TL-2 receiver modulator design provides sufficient balance against

the second harmonic of the local oscillator.

The circuit of the TL-2 preamplifier is shown in Fig. 41. The impor-

tant difference between this preamplifier and the one for TM-1 obtains

at the modulator-preamplifier interface. Where TM-1 is tuned, TL-2
is broadband; the output capacitance of the TL-2 modulator is too

high to accommodate the TM-1 circuit. While the untuned circuit

provides less gain, it was possible to optimize the noise performance of

the circuit with the input transformer and to make up the gain by

using additional grounded-base stages. The nominal conversion gain of

DIODR TEST

r-nm^-* WV

RECEIVED m
SIGNAL IN

CZ

i :

BEAT-
OSCILLATOP

SIGNAL

AA/V

-WV

<

DIODE TEST

12DB PFR
OCTAVE

EQUALIZER

— S\ —
MONITOR -20V -20V

PRE-
AMPLIFIER

OUT

1
-20V —

Fig. 41 — TL-2 preamplifier simplified schematic.
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this modulator-preamplifier is also 18 db and its nominal noise figure,

referred to the input of ,the mixer, is 10.5 db.

7.4 The IF Amplifier

Nearly all the IF stages in the IF input and output amplifiers are

grounded base stages as shown in Fig. 42(a). 11 Using 2:1 interstage

transformers as shown, the theoretical current gain per stage is 6.0 db

but due to transformer losses, the practical current gain is about 5.5

db. To a first approximation, and neglecting the transformer step-up,

the equivalent circuit is as given in Fig. 42(b), where L is the sum of

the transformer leakage and emitter inductance, R is a damping re-

sistor and the capacitors are the collector and transformer shunt ca-

(a) b)

(c)

300_

400

^__500

-^600

50 60 70 80 90

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 42— IF interstage; (a) typical IF stage, (b) equivalent circuit, (c) rela-

tive transmission characteristic for several values of damping resistance.
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pacitances. Without damping, such an interstage peaks at about 135

mc for the transistors, transformers, and printed board design used.

The damping resistance is selected for a maximally flat transmission,

and Fig. 42(c) illustrates the relationship between damping and trans-

mission. By designing the active circuits for a wide transmission band,

it is possible to use a passive network to limit the band to the desired

64-76 mc. This is the purpose of the IF bandpass filter and equalizer

shown in Fig. 32.

The input IF amplifier shown in Fig. 32 includes three variolossers

controlled by an AGC circuit to hold constant the IF power delivered

to the limiter over a fade range of at least 35 db. Each variolosser is

of the form shown in Fig. 43. The losser element is a point contact

germanium diode shunted across the circuit. Control current from

the AGC detector is made to flow through this diode; a high value of

control current, corresponding to a high RF input to the receiver, pro-

duces a low impedance path to ground, and hence, a high loss in the

variolosser section. The series resistance, Ri + R2 , serves again to

damp the transmission characteristic. The relative transmission char-

acteristic of the stage can be held very nearly fixed over a wide range

I
I

T
X

T

r

R zAW

-VW-
-20V

CONTROL CURRENT

I

Fig. 43— A variolosser stage.
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58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 44— Transmission characteristic of the IF amplifier for normal and faded

inputs.

of loss, if the variolosser diode is located at a constant resistance point.

This is achieved if

Ri = R2 = A/ Ti >

where C is the parasitic collector capacitance and L is the parasitic

inductance contributed by the transformer, the wiring, and the follow-

ing transistor. The maximum flat design is obtained when

7?! + R* = f/ - ©'
where fp is the peak frequency of the interstage and fc is the center of

the band. The variolossers therefore, contribute a small negative trans-

mission slope that is overcome by slightly peaking the other IF stages.

Fig. 44 shows transmission characteristics of a typical IF amplifier for

a normal input and for an input corresponding to a 35-db fade.

The location of variolossers in the circuit is critical. They are pref-

erably used at low-level points to minimize AM-to-PM conversion in

the receiver but if located too near the input of the receiver, the signal

power level at the stage following the variolosser could be lower than

the signal power level at the input for normal operating conditions.
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Under these conditions the later stages could contribute significantly

to the noise figure of the receiver.

The variolosser line-up in the receiver is shown in Fig. 45(a). Since

the AGC circuit holds Pout to a fixed value, and the maximum gain is

known, the loss L of each variolosser is fixed for a given value of input

power. Fig. 45(b) shows a measurement of noise figure of a TL-2 re-

ceiver versus input power.

The complete IF amplifier (apart from the preamplifier) includes

12 stages ahead of the bandpass filter and 7 stages following the fil-

ter. The nominal maximum IF gain is 92 db, but some 19 db of padding

is provided nominally as shown in Fig. 45(a) to insure good impedance

terminations for the filter and equalizer. The exact value of padding

is adjusted as part of the manufacturing testing routine. A minor ad-

justment of the delay equalizer is also made after the other adjust-

ments of the IF and baseband unit are completed.

An IF output is available from the receiver at the IF monitor jack

as shown in Fig. 32 to permit an IF connection at 70 mc to other mi-

crowave systems. The power output at this point is dbm.

BANDPASS FILTER
AND DELAY
EQUALIZER

MODULATOR
PRE-

. AMPLIFIER

Ga

Na = MODULATOR-PREAMPLIFIER NOISE
FIGURE = 10.5 DB

G=GAIN OF AMPLIFIER BLOCKS = I6.5DB

N = NOISE FIGURE OF AMPLIFIER BLOCKS = 10DB
Ga = GAIN PRECEDING FIRST VARIOLOSSER

L = INSERTION LOSS OF VARIOLOSSERS

(a)

-60 -50 -40
RF INPUT IN DBM

(b)

Fig. 45— Thermal noise performance; (a) gain allocation in the receiver, (b)

receiver noise figure vs RF input.
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7.5 AGC Circuit, Squelch Operation and Diversity Drive

The elements of the AGC circuit are shown in Fig. 46. The output

from the final IF stage is divided among three loads; the limiter

(+11.5 dbm) , the IF output (0 dbm) , and the AGC detector.

The AGC rectifier, CRi , is followed by a three-stage dc amplifier.

Since the variolossers are shunted across the transmission path, a high

loss corresponds to a high-control current. When the IF output power

increases, additional dc currents flow in the amplifier in the directions

shown in Fig. 46. The gain of the circuit is such that when the feed-

back loop is open, a change in the IF power of 0.1 db is sufficient to

swing the dc amplifier over its entire operating range. The LIM IN
potentiometer is used to adjust the operating range of the AGC am-
plifier, hence the desired IF output power.

When the input to the receiver is reduced, the collector current of

Q.t decreases and the voltage at the base of Q4 decreases linearly with

input power in db. At the end of the regulating range when the current

through the variolosser diodes is zero, the voltage at the base of Q.t

is —6 volts. A slight further reduction in IF power will result in zero

collector current for Q8 with the Q4 base voltage going to zero. Typi-

cal operating characteristics of the circuit are shown in Fig. 47. The
abrupt change in the squelch voltage from —6 to results in a

positive trigger for the squelch circuit. The IF power to the limiter is

held essentially constant up to the end of the regulating range beyond

which the output decreases db for db with the input. In this circuit, the

squelch point is determined by the available IF gain. There are no

adjustments in the control circuit to set the point at which the receiver

squelches. The total IF gain of the IF and baseband unit is, therefore,

adjusted at the time of manufacture.

The above description is simplified in that noise was not considered.

Practically, as the gain of the receiver is increased, the noise will also

increase and the AGC circuit operates to hold the output of signal

plus noise constant. In a practical case then, the operating character-

istic conforms to the carrier plus noise curve. It is apparent that if the

maximum gain of the receiver is too high, the resulting high noise will

prevent receiver squelch. For this reason, the gain of the preamplifier

is restricted. Any IF and baseband unit can work with any modulator-

preamplifier.

In the receivers for the TM-1 and TL-2 systems, the maximum gain

from the input of the RF band filter to the monitor jack, shown in Fig.

32, is about 80 db. This allows approximately 35-db fade margin for a
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Fig. 47— Operation of the automatic gain control and squelch circuits vs RF
input power.

normal input of —45 dbm, and provides approximately 6-db margin

against squelch malfunction due to excessive noise.

It is important that the receiver be squelched when the input signal

drops below a given power. Unbalances in the discriminator character-

istic can result in the AFC circuit being biased off when the receiver

goes to full noise. Under these conditions, there is a danger that the

circuit will not restore when the RF signal becomes normal again. Full

noise in a radio channel could also cause interference in other facilities

since groups of voice circuits from the radio facility in question are

frequently combined with other groups of voice circuits transmitted by

other radio or cable facilities.

The squelch relay has two transfers. One circuit is used to open the

AFC loop when the receiver goes to full noise, while the other transfer

is used to place a short circuit across the output of the receiver base-

band amplifier under these conditions.

The linear portion of the squelch voltage characteristic shown in

Fig. 47 between 6 and 7 volts provides information regarding RF in-

put power. It serves as the control characteristic for the diversity

switch. The circuit has been designed so that the slope of the control
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characteristic is essentially the same in all receivers and is nearly in-

dependent of temperature. The temperature correction is provided by

the temperature sensitive resistor following the emitter of Q4 (Fig.

46).

The operation of the bistable diversity switch is not affected by

temperature-sensitive control circuits so long as the control character-

istics of the two receivers are alike. For the revertive switch, however,

where the control voltage is compared with a fixed voltage, the control

voltage must be independent of temperature.

7.G Discriminator and Receiver Baseband Amplifier

The receiver baseband amplifier for the TL-2 and TM-1 systems is

designed to provide television and telephone service. This required ex-

tending the low frequency cut-off to below one cycle and, in the case of

the receiver amplifier, providing adequate linearity so that the ampli-

fier contributes negligible intermodulation noise, differential phase and

differential gain.

The receiver baseband amplifier, shown in Fig. 48, consists of two

feedback amplifiers in tandem. The input amplifier is a three-stage

amplifier with a loop feedback connection between the emitters of the

first and third stages. A minimum feedback of 20 db is maintained at

4 mc, with feedback increasing to about 30 db at low frequencies. The
input coupling circuit was designed for minimum loss between the dis-

criminator and the amplifier which is also the condition for minimum
thermal noise.

The receiver gain control is located between the two baseband am-
plifiers and has a range of 6 db. The output amplifier is a two-stage

feedback amplifier with the second stage employing two transistors in

a compound connection. Its output capability exceeds +10 dbm. For a

4-mc deviation of the RF signal, the normal sine wave output is +6.5

dbm. The inductor in the output collector insures that virtually all the

signal current flows into the load and the feedback circuit includes

compensation for the low-frequency transmission characteristic caused

by the inductor. The feedback trimmer capacitor is adjusted at the

time of manufacture to set the transmission characteristic of the over-

all video amplifier.

7.7 Receiver AFC

Except for time constants, the receiver AFC circuits are essentially

the same as for the TL-1 design. 11 A system having a transmission
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characteristic that extends to the order of 1 cycle per second requires

a slowacting AFC circuit. The cut-offs in the AFC feedback charac-

teristic must be well separated in frequency to avoid gain enhancement

and the lowest frequency cut-off must be well below the band of inter-

est to avoid erasing signal information. The first two cut-off fre-

quencies in the AFC circuit for the TM-1 and TL-2 receivers occur at

0.03 cycle per second and about 0.5 cycle per second.

7.8 Revertive Diversity Switch

Two forms of diversity switches may be employed with the TM-1/
TL-2 combination. The simple bistable switch furnished with the

TL-1 system has previously been described in detail.2 In the bistable

switch, the AGC signals of the diversity pair are compared; the differ-

ence signal is fed to a Schmitt trigger circuit which activates the

switch when the input of the working receiver drops below the input

to the standby receiver by a predetermined amount. If the nominal

received RF power for one system is appreciably stronger than the

nominal received power for the other system, it is desirable to have the

switch revert to the system having the stronger received signal. This

is accomplished in the revertive switch by using switching logic which

orders that transmission be via the preferred channel unless and until

its incoming radio signal power drops below a predetermined absolute

value. At this predetermined level, the logic block is removed and the

switch functions in the bistable manner, causing a switch if the received

power of the preferred channel compares unfavorably with the incoming

received power of the other system. The block schematic of Fig. 49

illustrates how the revertive comparator may be associated with either

receiver, or not used at all for bistable operation. It is recommended
that the switch be set up on a revertive basis only if the normal incom-
ing level of the two systems is appreciably different (say 5-6 db), or

if the performance of one of the two systems is appreciably superior to

the other.

The operation of the revertive switch may be illustrated by means
of Fig. 50. If a point whose coordinates are given by the received

power of channel A (preferred) and channel B (protection) falls in the

shaded area, the switch will select channel A. If that point falls in the

crosshatched area, it will switch to channel B. If the point falls in the

clear area, the switch will not operate— it will hold whatever position

it has. The width of both corridors in Fig. 50 are adjustable.

The bistable switch operates similarly except that the bistable cor-
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Fig. 49— Block schematic showing use of a revcrtive diversity switch at a re-

ceiver location.
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Fig. 50— Typical TM-l/TL-2 revcrtive switch characteristic based on RF inputs.
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ridor is extended as indicated by the broken lines and all the area be-

low the corridor is assigned to channel B.

7.9 Other Features

Order wire and alarm arrangements, and all other circuits not men-

tioned specifically above, are very similar to the designs for the TL
receiver. The reader is referred to the earlier article for details. 2,11

VIII. POWER SYSTEM*

8.1 General

Power to the TM-l/TL-2 system is maintained during commercial

ac power outages through the use of batteries which are an integral

part of the power plant. The batteries are charged to float voltage and

act as a filter for the output of the ac rectifier unit when ac power is

present. Continuous power is provided to the radio bays since the bat-

teries are always in the circuit and no transfer of power source is re-

quired when ac fails.

The block diagram of Fig. 51 shows the power design for TM-1/
TL-2 radio. The battery charger, fed from 11 7-volt commercial ac

power, supplies the stabilized dc voltage to float-charge 6-volt bat-

teries in series-parallel combinations whose number depends upon the

desired reserve capacity. Power for the transistor circuits of each RF
panel is supplied through a voltage regulator, while a second regulator

powers a dc-to-dc converter and related circuits to provide the re-

quired klystron voltages. Provision is also made to power the traveling-

wave tubes in those stations where TM-A1 amplifiers are employed.

Each TM-1 or TL-2 RF panel (typically one transmitter and one

receiver) requires up to about 8 amperes maximum, hence the 48-

ampere charger can service 6 RF panels. An allowance of 8 amperes

should also be made for a TM-A1 power amplifier. A 16-ampere

charger is available for small installations.

The batteries are housed in a separate cabinet with the large charger,

or on shelves on the radio bay where the small charger is used. There is

often a preference for connecting fewer than the maximum number of

RF panels to a charger and battery unit in order to increase the re-

serve capacity.

The — 24-volt office battery may be used to power the radio equipment

in central office installations.

This section was prepared by Mr. P. W. Ussery.
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Fig. 51 — Power system block schematic.

8.2 The Charger Unit

A simplified schematic of the 48-ampere charger is shown in Fig. 52.

The ferroresonant transformer in the battery charger regulates the ac

voltage applied to the rectifier of the battery charger. Silicon diodes in

a full-wave bridge arrangement give a dc output which is applied to

the batteries for floating or charging.

The batteries are high specific gravity, lead-acid types connected in

series, and float at 27.6 volts. They were chosen to provide maximum
reserve at minimum cost for severe environments involving wide tem-

perature swings from —20°F to -r-120°F. Most of the time the bat-

teries are being float-charged and this condition contributes to very low

battery maintenance. The high specific gravity aids both in protecting
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the batteries and increasing their hours of reserve at low temperatures.

At —40°F they do not freeze, even if fully discharged.

The battery chargers incorporate a battery voltage alarm to operate

an alarm lamp on the front panel of the charger when the battery

voltage falls outside the normal limits and to send an alarm to the

central office when the battery voltage is below normal. The power

cabinet containing the 48-ampere charger is shown in Fig. 53.

8.3 Power for the Radio Equipment

The radio equipment requires —20 volts for the transistor circuits,

—400 volts for the klystron cathode, 10.5 volts as a klystron heater sup-

ply voltage, and a voltage that can be varied between —400 volts and

—600 volts for the klystron repeller. The latter requirement is satisfied

by a —200-volt supply that is connected in series with the —400-volt

supply. An 1800-cycle square wave is used to operate the magnetic am-

plifier in the receiver AFC circuit. The klystron voltages must be very

precisely regulated in order to achieve the required stability of the aver-

age transmitted frequency. Also, the noise on the output voltages of

the power supply must be very low to obtain the signal-to-noise ratio

required to meet the message and television transmission limits for

the system. These factors contribute to very demanding requirements

on the stability of the power supply.

Voltage stability requirements were derived based on an allocation

of permissible frequency errors and the known sensitivities of the

457A and 459A klystrons. The stability requirements are given below:

Voltage TL-2 TM-1 Currents /or 2 Tubes

-400V ±0.45% ±0.10% 100 ma
-200V ±0.45% ±0.05% 10 ma
10.5V ±0.75% ±0.75% 1800 ma

These objectives should be met over a three months maintenance in-

terval that may include temperature changes up to 100°F and ac line

voltage changes from 105 to 129 volts. In order to meet the more strin-

gent TM-1 requirements, several refinements of the initial TL-2 de-

sign were required. Regulators were added to both the — 200-volt and
— 400-volt supplies and these regulating circuits are located in tempera-

ture-controlled ovens.

The other power supply requirements, common to the two systems,

are as follows:

Voltage Stability Currents

-20V ±1% 1.1 amp (max)
43V ac (1800 cps) ±0.45% 10 ma

27.6V battery 750 ma (max)
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Fig. 53— Cabinet containing 48-ampere charger and batteries.

Circuit-wise, the power supply is divided conveniently into three

parts: a —20-volt regulator, an inverter operating at about 1800 cycles,

and a rectifier to supply the klystron voltages. The same regulator

and inverter are used for both TL-2 and TM-1. Fig. 54 gives a simpli-

fied schematic of the TM-1 power supply. TL-2 is substantially the
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same except that the regulators shown in the — 400-volt and — 200-volt

supplies are not present.

The —20-volt supply for the solid-state IF and baseband circuitry

is obtained through a series transistor regulator which is controlled by

an error-voltage amplifier. The reference voltage is obtained from a

temperature-compensated voltage reference diode.

The dc-to-ac inverter consists of two transistors and a saturable

transformer switching at a frequency of 1800 cps. The square wave

output is stepped up in a power transformer and rectified to provide

the klystron voltages. The klystron cathode voltage is -400 volts with

respect to the cavity resonator which is grounded. Since the repeller

operates between 100 and 200 volts more negative than the cathode, its

voltage is obtained by connecting the output of another rectifier in

scries with the -400-volt supply. Other windings on the power trans-

former provide a 43-volt center-tapped square wave voltage for the

receiver AFC magnetic amplifier. Another winding is used for the 10.5-

volt dc klystron heater supply which is fed to ballast resistors in series

with the heater of each klystron which drop the voltage to 6.3 volts.

The heater supply is operated essentially on a constant power basis to

gain longer life and greater frequency stability from the klystron. The

output of the —400-volt rectifier is also used to control the regulator

preceding the inverter. This provides regulation for the —200, 10.5,

and the square wave voltages since these will all track the —400-volt

output. In the TM-1, the -400 and -200-volt supplies are regulated

independently as shown.

Photographs of the TM-1 and TL-2 power supply units are given

in Fig. 55.

8.4 Power for the TM-Al Amplifier

An electronically regulated power supply is used for the TM-Al
amplifier to obtain the required voltages for the traveling-wave tube.

It also draws its input power from the battery-charger combination

described above.

Fig. 56 gives a block schematic of the supply. The inverter delivers

a 48-volt, 2000-cycle square wave to four separate circuits from which

are derived the anode, the helix, the cathode, and the heater potentials.

The anode and the helix voltages are jointly regulated with respect to

the cathode, and the heater is regulated separately.

The helix supply is regulated to ±\ percent of the nominal helix

to cathode voltage. A sample of the helix-to-cathode output voltage is
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Fig. 56— TWT power supply, block schematic.

compared with a reference voltage and the difference voltage (the er-

ror) is amplified by a dc amplifier. The amplified error signal is then

"chopped" and the resulting square wave applied to a rectifier and

applied to the ac series regulator. The isolating transformer in the con-

trol path isolates the regulator from the high helix voltage. The anode

voltage will track the helix voltage as shown in Fig. 56.

A series transistor regulator is used to regulate the heater voltage,

the positive side of which is connected directly to the cathode, nomi-

nally held at -1200 volts.

The power supply includes four meters to read collector current,

helix current, anode-to-cathode voltage and heater voltage. Adjust-

ments for cathode and heater voltages are provided ; the heater voltage

is set precisely in the factory. The power supply may be seen in the

photograph of Fig. 57. The following table summarizes the perform-

ance of the power supply.
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Fig. 57 — Power supply for traveling-wave tube amplifier.

Nominal Operation
(-Z7V @ 4.5A) Regulation (-2I.5V to -29V)

Anode-cathode 2500 volts
0-1 ma

±45 volts

Helix-to-cathode 2100 volts
i0—4 ma

±12 volts

Cathode -1200 volts

30 ma
-900 to -1300 volts

Heater-to-cathode -6.5 volts
0.8 to 0.95 ampere

±0.13 volts

IX. EQUIPMENT DESIGN FEATURES

9.1 Radio Equipment

Fig. 58 illustrates a typical TM-l/TL-2 single channel bay intended

for installations with very limited or no growth potential. The 7-foot

high by 23-inch wide bay houses a single TM-1 or TL-2 RF panel

(transmitter-receiver plus plug-in power units), four 6-volt high spe-
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Fig. 58— Single channel transmitter-receiver bay complete with batteries and
charger.
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cific gravity lead-acid batteries, and the charging rectifier. Space is

provided for an order wire alarm panel in one bay or a diversity switch

panel in the associated bay of a diversity system. Such a bay may
serve as a radio terminal for a two-way single channel non-diversity

system. Two bays would be required at a two-way, single channel non-

diversity repeater station.

For applications where there is an appreciable growth potential, the

TM-l/TL-2 equipment may be obtained with one, two, or three RF
panels in a 7-foot by 23-inch bay. Fig. 59 illustrates such a bay with

three RF panels plus their associated order wire or diversity switch

panels. The bay can be ordered fully equipped with three RF panels

or partially equipped with one or two RF panels and the remaining

units added in the field as the need develops for additional circuits.

The batteries and their associated charging rectifier in such an appli-

cation are housed in a separate 30-inch by 16-inch by 7-foot high

power cabinet as shown in Fig. 53.

A 9-foot by 23-inch bay arrangement housing as many as four

broadband channels is also available for central office, TD-2, or TH
radio rooms. The 24-volt battery power for these 7- or 9-foot high bays

may also be obtained from central office 24-volt battery plants when

available.

Greater flexibility has been realized in the TM-l/TL-2 equipment

arrangements which facilitate their application for network, educa-

tional or industrial television system. Since ETV needs may frequently

call for groups of six channels, a 7-foot bay may be readily equipped

with 6 transmitters as a transmitting video terminal, or 6 receivers as a

receiving video terminal. The 4-inch by 23-inch space normally allo-

cated on message systems to the order wire alarm or diversity switch

panels may be used in television systems for video repeater or video

terminal amplifiers and equalizers depending upon the needs of a par-

ticular application.

The frontal dimensions of a typical TM-1 or TL-2 transmitter-

receiver panel, as shown on Fig. 58 or 59, are 23-inches wide by 21-

inches in height, inclusive of the power supply. The TM-1 and TL-2
transmitter-receiver panels are essentially identical in appearance.

Equipment arrangements for the two systems are similar so as to facil-

itate their ordering, installation, and operation in 6- and 11-gigacycle

crossband diversity applications. Common piece parts and common cir-

cuitry and equipment units are used whenever possible for the two

systems to reduce costs and ease field maintenance problems.

Fig. 60 illustrates a 7-foot bay housing two RF panels with their
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Fig. 59—'A 7-foot bay equipped with three transmitter-receiver units, power
supplies, and diversity switches.
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Fig. 60— A 7-foot bay equipped with two transmitter-receiver units and their

associated TM-A1 amplifiers.
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associated TM-A1 amplifiers. The plug-in traveling-wave tube ampli-

fier power supply is mounted on the TM-A1 amplifier panel and fur-

nishes all required voltages for the amplifier. The power supply oper-

ates lrom the same battery source as the TM-1 transmitter-receiver.

9.2 Equipment Shelters

One of the earlier concepts of short-haul, light-route microwave radio

relay systems2 eliminated the need for a building or shelter to house

the equipment and substituted a relatively small and less expensive

weatherproof cabinet. The type of equipment cabinet developed for

TL-1 was continued for TL-2 and TM-1, but the smaller TM-l/TL-2
package permitted the design of the equipment cabinet illustrated in

Fig. 61 which houses twice as many RF panels as the earlier cabinet.

This thermally insulated cabinet houses either a TL-2 and a TM-1

Fig. 61 — Equipment cabinet for two transmitter-receiver panels plus batteries

and charger.
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RF panel, or two TL-2 or two TM-1 panels with their associated

power supplies, batteries, and order wire and alarm, diversity switch,

or video panels. The cabinet is 57-inches wide by 76^-inches high by

21-inches deep. Only one cabinet is now required for a diversity termi-

nal or at a repeater point for a non-diversity system. Two cabinets are

required at a diversity two-way repeater station. However, the use of

cabinets is limited to single broadband channel message systems with

no growth potential beyond the initial 600-message circuit capacity or

for video service limited to two two-way or four one-way channels.

While these solid-state TL-2 and TM-1 systems have demonstrated

excellent reliability, and are designed to facilitate maintenance with

the quick replacement of plug-in units, the above growth limitations

and the problems of the maintenance personnel during possible diffi-

cult winter operating conditions has limited the use of such cabinets.

Like TL-1 radio, TL-2 and TM-1 radio systems make use of the

equipment shelter illustrated in Fig. 62. This shelter not only provides

greater protection in inclement weather to the equipment and the

maintenance personnel, but it also removes the growth limitations.

All of the radio, carrier line interconnecting equipment, and power

equipment, less batteries, can be installed in a shelter at the factory.

The installation includes the ac, dc, and transmission cabling within

the shelter, as well as all the interconnecting waveguide which is

brought out to hatches in the side wall of the shelter. The complete-

ness of the installation permits the shelter to be system tested with

experienced personnel before shipment from the factory, thus mini-

mizing job engineering and installation time, effort, and expense at the

repeater station sites. The majority of the few items needed to com-

plete the installation in the field are shipped properly crated and se-

cured to the floor within the shelter. The batteries are shipped sepa-

rately.

The TM-l/TL-2 shelter is standardized at present in a thermally

insulated truck body type of aluminum structure having an outside

width of 7 feet, a height of 8 feet, and a length of either 7V
/
2 feet, 12

feet, or 16 feet. For special applications where more space is

needed for radio spur or multiplex equipment, shelters up to 24

feet in length have been made available. The 12-foot standard

shelter, whose floor plan is illustrated in Fig. 63, provides room at a

typical repeater site for two TL-2 bays and two TM-1 bays for a 6/11

gigacycle one-for-one crossband diversity system with an ultimate ca-

pacity of 3-broadband channels or 1800-message circuits. Space is pro-

vided for three power cabinets with their self-contained 24-volt bat-
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Fig. 63— Floor plan for a TM-l/TL-2 equipment shelter showing growth plan.

teries and chargers. The single 30-inch by 16-inch by 84-inch power

cabinet, provides about 24 hours battery reserve for the four RF panels

illustrated in Fig. 64 in the event of commercial ac power failure.

Space is also provided for a miscellaneous bay for multiplex equip-

ment at stations where message circuits are to be dropped or added.

Windows are omitted for security reasons, but either a ventilating fan

or a J or | HP room air conditioner can be installed at one end of the

shelter. The air outlet in the door and the intake port are screened

and provided with dust filters. Interior lighting, ac wiring for test

equipment and a power distribution cabinet are all provided. Fig. 64

shows the ac distribution box at the end of the shelter and its asso-

ciated tower lighting panel underneath the air filter. The approximate

weight of an unequipped 12-foot shelter is 2000 pounds, the maximum
weight fully equipped for shipment by rail or truck is 4300 pounds ; and

the maximum in-place installed weight with batteries is 6900 pounds.

A typical TM-l/TL-2 repeater station employing a 16-foot shelter

and a periscopic antenna system is shown in Fig. 65. The roof struc-

ture of the shelter supports a ten-foot diameter dual-frequency 6/11

gc paraboloidal dish antenna that illuminates the 12- by 15-foot plane

reflector. A second 10-foot dish supported by a triangular pylon il-

luminates the reflector facing the rear. The guyed tower is 120 feet in

height with a triangular base four feet on a side.
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9.3 Maintenance

The maintenance philosophy for the TM-l/TL-2 short-haul systems

is to minimize testing and to use relatively simple test equipment that

will enable the craftsman to locate troubles quickly and eliminate

them by the substitution of spare plug-in units. He is not expected to

make field repairs on any plug-in unit.

A portable meter unit, shown plugged into the top RF panel in Fig.

Fig. 64— Interior view of an equipment shelter at a repeater station equipped
for a diversity message system (ultimate capacity is 3 diversity systems).
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Fig. 65— Typical TM-l/TL-2 repeater station.
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59, provides the means of making certain maintenance tests and ad-

justments and for monitoring various currents and voltages within the

transmitter-receiver panel. A light, portable, solid-state test set2 which

can be carried from station to station provides the test facilities for

maintenance and trouble location at terminal or repeater stations. The

test set provides oscillators for all required baseband and intermediate

frequency testing and a solid-state voltmeter for measuring transmis-

sion levels and baseband response up to 4.5 mc. The test set is 16-

inches long, 10-inches wide, and 10-inches deep and weighs 35 pounds.

While this test equipment is adequate for making all tests and ad-

justments on lightly loaded systems, more specialized and more pre-

cise instruments are available for tests to ensure high performance on

systems carrying 600 message channels or broadcast quality television.

Two fiberglass cases, each limited in weight to about 40 pounds pro-

vide the recommended spare parts and tools that may be required by

a craftsman in the on-site maintenance of a TL-2/TM-1 radio system.

Each of the cases shown in Fig. 66 is 20 by 16 by 10 inches. The spare

parts are protected in transit by encasement in cavities moulded into

the soft polyurethane foam liner. The No. 1 case contains the volt-

ohmmeter, fluorochemical for the boiler, spare TM-1 and TL-2 klys-

trons, a receiver IF/baseband amplifier and those other tools and spares

having a higher probability of use in the routine maintenance of a re-

mote station. The No. 2 case contains TM and TL receiver modulators

and preamplifiers, transmitter baseband amplifiers, and a plug-in di-

versity switch comparator and pilot monitor.

K. THE INITIAL INSTALLATION

io.i Description of the System and Test Results

The first TM-l/TL-2 crossband diversity system was installed be-

tween Charlottesville and Richmond, Virginia. The layout and de-

scription of the route is given in Fig. 67. The table indicates what

antennas were used, whether direct radiators or periscope systems,

the length of the waveguide runs, and the measured received signal

powers.

Several weeks were devoted to making performance tests of this

system before it was placed in service. Noise loading tests and trans-

mission tests were made on the individual hops as well as on several

combinations of hops in tandem. The single-hop noise loading results

of a nominal length section, the Carter Mountain-Shannon Hill hop,

are given in Fig. 68(a). The 4 hops (two TL-2 and two TM-1)
were connected in tandem and the results are given in Fig. 68(b).
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Fig. 67— Chiirlollcsvillc-Richmond diversity system.

Also shown arc the results for a 10-hop system that included a

loop from Carter Mountain to Richmond in tandem with a loop

from Carter Mountain to Oilville. The 10-hop system included

six TL-2 hops and four TM-1 hops, a combination that could oc-

cur easily if a system were equipped with bistable diversity switches.

In all of the noise loading results the test signal was a 60-2540-kc

band of noise and the noise power applied to the transmitter baseband

input corresponding to db in the figures gave 5-mc peak deviation.

The pre-emphasis network, used in some of the tests, had a transmis-

sion characteristic as shown in Fig. 3. The transmission characteristic

of the 10-hop system is given in Fig. 69 while a thermal noise char-

acteristic of 8 of these hops is given in Fig. 70. (The two Oilville-

Richmond hops were not available for this test.) A de-emphasis net-

work was not used in the noise measurement.

10.2 Some Factors thai Influence Performance

The linearity and the delay characteristics of the receivers in the

TM-1 and TL-2 systems are determined mainly by factory adjust-
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Fig. 68— 600 circuit noise loading results (slot at 2438 kc).

merits. These arc expected to hold essentially for the life of the equip-

ment. The linearity of the transmitter klystron is adjustable, however.

It has been found that optimum linearity of a reflex klystron obtains

at the repeller voltage for which the deviation sensitivity is minimum
and so the repeller bias may be adjusted to minimize the small signal

FM deviation produced by a small voltage variation. 12 The minimum
is very shallow, however.

The repeller voltage may also be adjusted to optimize the noise

loading performance of a hop. This may be done by adjusting for

minimum modulation noise in the 70-kc slot and is the technique

that was employed in these tests.

Echoes in the RF paths can result in substantial performance de-

gradations. The return loss of the parabolic dish antenna and the radio

equipment arc such that echoes should be down from the main signal

by 50 db or more. A significantly larger echo will degrade the perform-

ance severely if the two impedance mismatches are separated by suffi-

cient waveguide (75 feet or more).
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This kind of trouble was encountered in the Carter Mountain-

Charlottesville section. Initially, the noise loading result corresponded

to the "Before" curve of Fig. 71. Investigation showed that the sum

of the return losses at Carter Mountain was only 42 db and that the

waveguide was noticeably dented close to the antenna. Replacing

this section of guide improved the return loss by 6 db and the noise

loading characteristic to the "after" curve of Fig. 71.

Another factor, encountered in crossband systems, was insufficient

isolation in dual-frequency dish antennas. Energy at 11 gc can couple

into the 6-gc port of the antenna from whence it propagates down

the 6-gc waveguide, is reflected by the TM-1 radio equipment and

radiates from the antenna as an echo. Since the echo delay will cause

a changing phase across a given channel bandwidth, the resulting phase

distortion produces higher than normal cross modulation. This problem

was solved by adding a low-pass filter in the 6-gc waveguide as close to

the antenna as possible in all such installations.

XI. TELEVISION TRANSMISSION

U.i General

The objectives for television transmission in TM-l/TL-2 included

meeting NTSC color transmission requirements for six hops and edu-

cational television requirements for 10 hops. All input and output

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 i

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 69— Transmission characteristic of 10 hops in tandem.
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Fig. 70— Thermal noise characteristic of eight hops.

impedances are 75 ohms and the system delivers a 1 volt peak-to-peak

output signal. The plan for television transmission that was adopted

originally is given in Fig. 72 showing arrangements at a transmitting

terminal, at a repeater, and at a receiving terminal.

A pre-emphasis network and an adjustable attenuator to set devia-

tion are included at the transmitting terminal. Fixed attenuators are

used at repeaters, while a receiving terminal includes a de-emphasis

network and a television terminal amplifier. The final amplifier in-

sures a 1-volt peak-to-peak output, it provides some Vj" adjustable

equalization, and includes a signal inverter that may be used to ob-

tain the desired signal polarity at the output of the system. The very

low frequency transmission of the system was extended by adding

large capacitors in the shunt legs of attenuators.

Extensive tests were made on the TL-2 installation at the New York
World's Fair involving ten television channels in each direction be-

t;0 40
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Fig. 71— Effect of reducing amplitude of echo in waveguide in the TM-1
system between Charlottesville and Carter Mountain.
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tween Manhattan and the Fair. As a result of these tests, a number of

refinements of the basic plan are being introduced into production.

The performance data and the further description of the system

given below, are based on the revised block schematic shown in Fig.

73. All the equalizers, networks, attenuators, and the terminal video

amplifier will be mounted on the video panels as described in Sec-

tion X.

n.2 Low-Frequency Equalization

Even though individual baseband amplifiers in TM-l/TL-2 were

designed to have a low-frequency cut-off under one cycle per second,

the tandem combination of many amplifiers does result in the sys-

tematic addition of many very small deviations. For example, a 10-

hop TM-1 system includes at least 40 baseband amplifiers since each

receiver baseband amplifier and each transmitter baseband amplifier

includes two feedback amplifiers in tandem.
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REPEATER

THRU CIRCUIT
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Fig. 73— Television transmission.
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The very low end of the characteristic is controlled by taking advan-

tage of loss pads at the transmitter and at repeaters. The low-fre-

quency equalizers, shown in Fig. 73 are similar to the compensated

attenuators of Fig. 72 except that provision is made for selecting the

shunt-leg capacitors. The adjustment is made to obtain minimum

slope across a 60-cycle square wave at the time of installation or as

part of a maintenance routine. Fig. 74 illustrates the performance

that has been measured for a six-hop system.

Equalization is also required to mop-up small systematic effects

between about 500 cycles and 50 kc that would produce some hori-

zontal smearing of the picture. These equalizers, called video mid-

band equalizers, are fixed equalizers and are to be applied at every

third repeater.

n.3 High-Frequency Equalization

Equalization at the upper end of the band is to be provided by a

video high-frequency equalizer located at the transmitting terminal.

It provides a y/f characteristic having a range of about ±4 db at

6 mc. To conserve loss, the high-frequency equalizer and the low-

frequency equalizers for the transmitter terminal will be combined in

*

t

N V^

1% PER
DIVISION

Fig. 74— Expanded presentation of a GO-cyclc square wave transmitted over
6 hops.
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a single design. The video terminal amplifier for the Fig. 73 plan will

not have a y/f adjustment.

11.4 Differential Phase and Gain

For television transmission, the transmitter klystrons are adjusted

to minimize differential gain. Not only is the procedure different,

but optimum klystron tuning for television transmission is not the

same as the klystron tuning that minimizes cross-modulation in

message systems.

Differential phase is minimized by a factory adjustment of the IF

equalizer in the IF and baseband unit, and by the use of additional

delay equalizers. These equalizers are selected from a family of

equalizers, at the time a system is installed, based on differential

phase measurements. They are inserted between the output of the pre-

amplifier and input to the IF and baseband unit at some repeater

locations.

Differential phase and gain performance can be improved by the

use of pre-emphasis. Television systems in TM-l/TL-2 are operated

at a peak deviation of 4 mc with 7 db of pre-emphasis such that a high-

frequency sine wave deviates the carrier ±4 mc while a low-frequency

sine wave deviates it ±1.8 mc. The emphasis characteristics are shown

in Fig. 75. While the use of more pre-emphasis would be helpful as

far as differential phase and gain are concerned, it would penalize

low-frequency noise performance.

3 2

DE-EMPHASIS

PRE-EMPHASIS

40 60 80 100 200 400 600 1000 2000 4000

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND
10,000

Fig. 75— Loss of pre-emphasis and de-emphasis networks for television trans-

mission.
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By adjusting the transmitter klystrons and by the use of auxiliary

delay equalizers, it is possible to obtain differential gain and phase per-

formance of 1 db and 2 degrees for 6 hops with proportionate increases

for 10 hops.

Fig. 76 shows the transmission of two common television test sig-

nals over a 6-hop TL-2 system at the Fair. The video mid-band

equalizers, designed to be applied on every third hop, were not avail-

able for these tests and this accounts for the window signal tilt that

may be seen. There was no difficulty in meeting thermal noise objec-

tives.
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APPENDIX

The performance of transmission systems is rated in terms of the

interfering noise power that may be measured in a telephone circuit at

the reference transmission level point— the OTL point. As the tech-

nology has advanced, the methods of measurement have changed with

the result that several units of measurement are found in the literature.

The purpose of this note is to relate these units.

A 3A noise measuring set is currently used in the Bell System. Read-

ings are generally made using C-message weighting and the set is cali-

brated in dbrn or db above reference noise. The 2B noise measuring

set was used prior to the advent of the 3A instrument. Its weighting

curve was dbrn adjusted (adjusted with respect to an earlier value of

reference noise) and generally called dba.

When measurements are made at the TL point, the readings are

frequently given in dbaO or dbrnO. Since the 3A noise set can be used

with flat weighting as well as C-message weighting, it has become com-

mon to state the reading as dbrncO when C-message weighting is used.

Noise readings on the 2B and 3A sets may be summarized as follows:

Readings due to Odbm of
Set 1000 Cycles 0-3kc While Noise

2B 85 dba 82 dba
3A 90 dbrn 88 dbrn

The international standard weighting characteristic is the CCIF
psophometric curve. It is similar to the FIA weighting curve, but a

reference frequency of 800 cycles rather than 1000 cycles is used. A
300 - 3400-cycle band of uniform noise is attenuated 2.5 db by the

CCIF weighting network. In CCIF terms, a picowatt (pw) is —90

dbm, and a psophometrically weighted picowatt (pwp) is —87.5 dbm
for a band of flat noise (300 - 3400 cycles) . Hence

dba = 3 . 55 pwp

and

dbrnc = 0.89 pwp.
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